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Type-A USB 3.2 Gen 1 interface allows for speedy data
transfers up to 5 Gbps

silicon-power.com/web/gb/product-B07

More Power With USB 3.2 Gen 1

The Blaze B07 Type-A USB flash drive is equipped with a USB 3.2 Gen 1 interface, which

allows for speedy data transfers up to 5 Gbps. On top of that, with up to 256GB of storage

capacity, you'll have more than enough space to take what you need with you.

Stores Data, Not Germs

Safety and hygiene are a top priority for the Blaze B07. A laboratory-certified antibacterial

coating protects the drive and – most importantly – its users from germs. This is

especially useful when sharing the drive with friends or with coworkers in an office

environment.

https://www.silicon-power.com/web/gb/product-B07
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Ready, Inside And Out

On the inside, the Blaze B07 is always ready with True Plug & Play technology, which

eliminates the need for external power. On the outside, a detachable cap protects the USB

connector when not in use.

Always With You

As it's meant to be an everyday item, the built-in straphole is a practical design choice to

clip the Blaze B07 on to your keychain or bag, so it's always with you on the move. As long

as you don't misplace your keys or bag, losing your data will be a thing of the past.

Back-Up For The Back-Up

To ensure the safety of your data, the Blaze B07 comes with extra security measures. A

free download of the SP Widget software is available for efficient file management and

AES 256-bit encryption, while the Recuva File Recovery software provides data recovery.

It's also backed by a limited 5-year warranty for even greater peace of mind.

Specifications

Capacity

16GB, 32GB, 64GB, 128GB, 256GB

Dimensions

54.6mm x 18.9mm x 10.4mm
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Weight

7.9g

Material

Plastic

Color

Black

Interface

Type-A USB 3.2 Gen 1 (USB 3.1, USB 3.0, USB 2.0 compatible)

Supported OS

Windows 10/8.1/8/7/XP, Mac OS 10.3.X and above, Linux 2.6.X and above

Operating Temperature

0°C - 70°C

Certification

CE, FCC, BSMI, UKCA, KC

Warranty

5 year limited warranty

Features

Type-A USB 3.2 Gen 1 interface allows for speedy data transfers up to 5 Gbps

Instant storage expansion up to 256GB capacity

Laboratory-certified anti-bacterial coating protects the drive and its users from

germs

True Plug & Play Technology eliminates the need for external power

Detachable cap protects the USB connector when not in use

Built-in straphole design for easy attachment to keychains or bags

Recuva File Recovery allows for recovery of erased files, such as digital photos,

documents, songs, and videos

Free SP Widget software available for download for backup & restore, AES 256-bit

encryption, and cloud storage

Blaze B07
 16GB, 32GB, 64GB, 128GB, 256GB

16GB

SP016GBUF3B07V1K

32GB

SP032GBUF3B07V1K

64GB
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SP064GBUF3B07V1K

128GB

SP128GBUF3B07V1K

256GB

SP256GBUF3B07V1K

 

 


